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CVM Insights
The Why Behind the Watch

Today’s audiences have access to more content, with more ways to watch it than ever 
before.  While these choices have been great for consumers, they’ve left entertainment 
companies struggling to understand what their viewers want to watch and why.  

Now more than ever, they need a deep understanding of viewer sentiment and 
behaviors, as well as the competitive landscape. Insight into the full cycle of 
consumption - from intent and discovery through viewership, engagement and loyalty - 
is the key to making the most profitable choices for distributing or acquiring content.  

“Always On” Content Intelligence
CVM Insights is a content intelligence solution driving marketing, licensing, programming and development decisions for 
today’s leading entertainment companies. Powered by the world’s largest panel of TV and film enthusiasts, CVM Insights 
is “always on”, continuously capturing viewing intent, engagement and affinity data for content across platforms and 
devices.

Rich Audience Data to Help You Evaluate Content
Our audience is your audience, and they are sharing exactly what, how, when and why they are watching. CVM Insights 
goes beyond social listening data to deliver insights that drive critical content decisions such as:

• Sentiment insights to understand how content is really resonating with viewers
• Competitive insights to know how titles are performing across all platforms and devices
• Predictive insights to anticipate title success before you negotiate or license
• Custom insights to answer specific questions and inform your strategy

The World’s Largest Panel of TV & Film Enthusiasts
At the heart of CVM Insights is first-party viewer engagement and audience demand data collected by Whip Media’s 
Webby award-winning TV Time consumer app and website. More than 20 million early content adopters from around the 
world use TV Time to keep track of the shows and movies they’re watching, discover what to watch next, react to what 
they’ve watched and interact with other fans. More than 40 million reactions across hundreds of thousands of unique TV 
& film titles are captured by TV Time every month. These non-incentivized users are actively engaged, providing a truly 
holistic look at audience sentiment and behaviors. 
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Insights to Support Your Most Critical Content Decisions
Our insights inform all phases of the content acquisition and distribution life cycle. For example:

Marketing

• Track title anticipation to understand the impact of campaigns on viewing intent
• Test consumer response to trailers, concepts, titles, art and other content 
• Monitor consumer engagement with talent to determine what characters or storylines to promote
• Leverage rich consumer engagement data to inform social media strategy
• Analyze affinity data to understand audience overlap 
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A Smarter, More Connected Entertainment Ecosystem
CVM Insights is part of the Content Value Management (CVM) Platform, an enterprise grade solution that is scalable 
and secure, with a modular design that solves current and future challenges to increase your profitability as Whip 
helps your business grow.

A Global Team of Industry Experts
The Whip Media team includes talented entertainment industry professionals who spent years working for top studios 
and platforms in core areas such as marketing, research, operations, distribution, and finance. As a result, we can 
design and build innovative solutions that truly address today’s industry challenges, and utilize proven best practices at 
every phase of the customer journey. 
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Programming

• Leverage affinity viewing across broadcast, cable, and streaming properties, as well as off-platform viewing, to 
determine what to license to buyers or what to program on what platforms

• Track viewer behavior, including binge rate and consumer engagement, to help with curation, programming and 
promotion

• Analyze content affinity, platform-specific viewership of titles, and consumer engagement to inform programming 
and general licensing decisions

Competitive Research

• Track genre and content performance across linear and streaming services, including OTT walled gardens, as 
well as consumer engagement with content

• Leverage audience profiles as a primary tool for title demographics across a full competitive set of content 

Creative Development

• Leverage an always-on consumer panel to monitor real-time engagement at the episode level 
• Analyze performance and engagement trends with respect to library content to drive creative decisions like 

reboots and spinoffs
• Understand consumer engagement with competitive titles to inform potential content development 
• Analyze consumer awareness of and attitudes toward talent 

Negotiations

• Leverage consumer engagement measures and competitive viewing trends to support content negotiations with 
networks and platforms

Content Distribution

• Position titles in a positive light by focusing on competitive performance (including on streaming services), 
popularity of talent, genre trends, and audience demographics to support sales

• Benchmark performance of own titles vs. competitors, including platform-specific viewership of titles, across 
territories to support distribution 

Content Acquisition

• Understand title performance, audience profiles and affinity/relationships between content to support proactive 
acquisition

• Evaluate performance of library content, anticipation, and early performance of new releases to enable territory-
specific content licensing and curation decisions

• Monitor competitive viewership and engagement to support territory-specific research
• Identify undervalued assets by expanding metrics beyond viewership and measuring engagement and binge 

rates, to uncover the “hidden gems” at a fraction of the licensing cost
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